
APPENDIX A  

Buersil Area                                         

Objections, Comments and Responses to Public consultation  

 

Contact Details 
 

Objections to the proposals (comments written as received) 

Mr B Jackson 
 

I am resident (and have been for 25 years) at 13 Charlotte Street. 

 Whilst I have no objection in principle to the 20 mph speed limit, I do have a 

problem with "speed humps" as a solution. I have a medical problem, cervical 

spondylosis, which is an osteo-arthritic condition affecting the upper spine, neck and 

shoulders. It is incurable, very painful and only worsens with age (I am 67 at 

present). One of the most serious of pains occurs when I drive over speed humps, at 

present I have to avoid Turf Hill Road (humps) and Watkin Street (too bumpy). For 

you to install said humps on the street that I live, which I'm sure you are aware is 

one way (therefore unavoidable), would be condemning me to lifetime of misery. 

Response 

Considerable research has been carried out with regard to the impact of speed humps on vehicle occupants 

with back injuries.  This research has shown that if the speed hump is constructed to current guidelines in 

respect of the hump height and ramp gradient and that vehicles travel over the speed hump at the 

appropriate speeds then this would minimise any discomfort to vehicle occupants.  All traffic calming 

features will be constructed in accordance with DfT guidelines and specifications.    

Mr D Gratton 
 

Hello my name D Gratton 71 Charlotte Rochdale. I am writing to object to the 

placement of a flat top speed hump directly outside my house and next to my drive. 

The reason for this objection is parking is already a nightmare here and reversing 

onto the drive off a speed hump will be difficult. 

Response 

There is no restriction on parking on speed humps; therefore the location of the traffic calming feature 

would not increase the parking issues.  The ramp gradient would be 15 degrees therefore would present 

little inconvenience when reversing onto the drive. 

Mr G Hardy I object to the round topped speed bump proposed for Buersil Avenue .Most of the 

time cars parked on both sides of the avenue (particularly in the evening)render 

normal transit up and down the avenue difficult and speeding impossible. A real 

need for the avenue is keeping the turning circle at the top of the avenue free of an 

unreasonable number of parked vehicles in the evenings 

Response 

Other residents lower down Buersil Avenue have called for additional traffic calming measures as they feel 

that some drivers are travelling too fast for the residential area. The aim of the proposed 20mph scheme is 

to reduce vehicle speeds within the residential area, not to remove inappropriate parking.  

Contact Details 
 

Comments in support of the proposals 

Mr M Thomas I live on Charlotte street and 100% welcome the proposed traffic calming. 

We have a two year old daughter, and we fear to death someone will get killed on 

day on this street. 

The cars fly up this road, especially in dark hours and some must quickly reach 50-

60mph in a high performance vehicle. 

Thank you for this proposal and we look forward to seeing it happen 

 

Dr J Dawson This is an excellent initiative that reflects the need to respect residential streets. This 

has been suggested many times as the traffic has built up over recent years. 

Charlotte Street particularly has been increasingly used as a rat run between the B-



roads Oldham Road and Broad Lane. (resident for 35 years) 

 

Mr J Godman Is in favour of the proposals but wonders if it is not too late to add in 2 extra road 

humps – 

1 on Sedgley Avenue – between 23 Sedgley Avenue and its junction with Buersil 

Avenue 

1 on Buersil Avenue – between Sedgley Avenue & Weston Avenue 

Feels these could be needed especially as vehicles cut through from Stiups Lane 

down a ‘snicket’ to get to Oldham Road. 

Response 

Additional traffic calming features could be installed at the locations suggested. An additional consultation 

process would have to be undertaken in accordance with the Highways Act 1980 and additional funds would 

have to be identified. The existing proposals could be introduced with the additional works undertaken as a 

separate scheme.  

Mr B McCormack Happy with the proposals but would like to see an additional speed hump further 

north up Buersil Avenue to slow down speeding drivers before they get to Weston 

Ave. 

 

Response 

Additional traffic calming features could be installed at the locations suggested. An additional consultation 

process would have to be undertaken in accordance with the Highways Act 1980 and additional funds would 

have to be identified.  The existing proposals could be introduced with the additional works undertaken as a 

separate scheme. 

Mr V Birtles In favour of the proposals, wants it implementing asap. 

 

L Burgess I'm writing to express my concerns about the proposed traffic calming and 20mph 

zone in the Buersil Avenue area. 

Looking at the map that came through my door I can see the potential for a 'rat run' 

that could pass my house on the lower section of Sedgley Avenue. There are two 

ways traffic could avoid the proposed speed humps: 

1. By turning from Oldham Road onto Charlotte Street, turning left onto Norbury 

Street, right onto Crowther Street, and left onto Sedgley Avenue. 

2. By turning from Oldham Road onto Argyle Street (directly after the Plough Public 

House), right onto Watkin Street, turn right at the end then immediately left onto 

Crowther Street, then left at the end onto Sedgley Avenue. 

At the moment the lower end of Sedgley Avenue is relatively quiet with regards to 

traffic and my concern is that vehicles will use either of the above routes to avoid 

the proposed speed humps, thus increasing the volume of traffic. This applies 

especially to those living on the section of Sedgley Ave past Weston Avenue and 

ditto those living on Buersil Avenue, who would be able to avoid speed humps 

altogether by using either of the routes I have described. 

The issue could be solved by moving the proposed position of the speed hump on 

Charlotte Street to the other side of Norbury Street and adding a further hump at 

the bottom of Crowther Street at its junction with Fraser Street. 

 

Response 

The alternative routes as identified would be lengthy and complex  just to avoid one speed hump on 

Charlotte Street and it is unlikely that many vehicles would chose these routes. 

 


